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banqs additions

Banqs now offers a complete seating system that 
supports all planning applications from perimeter and 
open planning to cluster planning. 

Launched in 2019, the Banqs collection was designed 
to create linear seating, hubs and booths in corporate, 
educational and public settings. Banqs offered the 
opportunity to convert existing, but under-used real 
estate, into attractive multi-use spaces that could 
remain active throughout the day, including cafeterias, 
lounge areas, spaces adjacent to workstations and along 
perimeter walls.

With the emergence of new work styles, hybrid work 
spaces and the untethered worker, Banqs has expanded 
its offering with new seating and table modules that 
support a wider range of work-based activities with 
an emphasis towards focused modes of work – from 
individual focus work to meetings/collaboration between 
4-6 people.

New modules include Solo Focus Alcoves and 
Occasional Tables offered with an optional mounted 
screen, ideal for connecting sofas or to enclose an end of 
run. These new units expand planning styles to include 
pinwheel and cluster applications. 

With a comprehensive offering of sofas, screens and tables, 
Banqs can now facilitate activity including in-person 
collaboration/connecting, spur-of-the-moment socializing, 
solo focus, and those in-between moments to relax. 

Key Features:
• Provides shared access to personal space for focus 

work in public and corporate settings
• Enables adaptive planning applications where units 

can be clustered together for space efficiency or used 
to create individual hubs for touch-down work

• With the addition of a 44-inch-high screen, Banqs 
offers a full spectrum of low, medium and high 
levels of visual, acoustic and spatial privacy

• Solo Focus Alcoves feature a tethered cushion and are 
available in two different sizes – Standard and Wide
- Standard size features integrated worksurface 

options in the form of a side table, box storage 
and boomerang

- Wide size features integrated worksurface 
options as a single- or double-tier side table 

• Repositionable Coat Hook provides convenient 
access to store personal items when touching down 
and offers a sense of personal space

• Fabric grade selections from 11-20 are now available 
in addition to the current grade 1-10 selections, 
providing more design possibilities

• Ganging Kit enables screen sharing for cost 
efficiency 

• Integrated power and USB-A and -C modules in 
table worksurfaces provide easy and convenient 
access to users (including upgrade to existing units)
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01 Features Accent Paint, Blush
See Accent Paint refresh on back page

02 Features Accent Paint, Herbal
See Accent Paint refresh on back page
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Inspired by the definitive patterns of the urban 
landscape, Expansion Cityline was conceived from 
the concept of planning for a workplace as diverse 
and dynamic as a modern city. As with urban growth, 
Expansion Cityline continues to expand its offering with 
the addition of the EZ Fence and a new Upper Structure 

– infusing a new design approach to workspace planning.

EZ Fence
The EZ Fence is a simplified version of the existing 
Expansion Cityline fence, specifically designed 
for fence applications. Its enhanced aesthetic and 
minimal hardware allow for a quicker install and more 
competitive price point, making it an attractive solution 
for both designers and installers.

Upper Structure
The addition of the Upper Structure offers extended 
planning possibilities. Mounted on the EZ Fence, the 
Upper Structure provides space division up to 66 inches 
high. Unique Lift and Drop Tiles install without tools 
and allow for personalization of the workspace using 
diverse materials including Felt, Markerboard and Cork.  

Featuring the unique Expansion Cityline signature 
leg design, the Upper Structure helps to delineate 
space into zones while maintaining a consistent design 
language. As a multi-functional product, it can be 
used on workstations or as a freestanding space divider. 
The Upper Structure accepts storage units and shelves 
to create a functional space, and can be used as a 
media centre with meeting tables to create dynamic 
collaborative areas. 

With the addition of the EZ Fence and Upper Structure, 
Expansion Cityline offers a comprehensive fence solution 
creating a spectrum of applications from simple power 
distribution to multi-functional space division.

expansion cityline 
additions

01 Features Accent Paint, Soft Gold and Brickstone
 See Accent Paint refresh on back page

02 Features Accent Paint, Herbal and Atmosphere
See Accent Paint refresh on back page
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zones updates

Features:
Pecan Beech, Veneer 
Hunter, Accent Paint
Sand, Foundation Laminate
Fossil, Grade 2 Laminate

Zones is a comprehensive series of furniture products 
that transforms the office, challenging convention and 
changing the way people experience work. Soft forms 
and a mix of materials and textures, including the 
inherent warmth of wood, emphasize a domestic mood 
that helps people feel at home in the office.

Wood is featured throughout Zones, ensuring 
strength and sustainability while conveying beauty, 
craft and humanity. The combination of wood with 
other materials, and Zones’ soft harmonious design, 
creates a visual and tactile harmony that expresses the 

domesticity and materiality of the collection. A new 
mid-tone wood stain – Pecan Beech – is now available, 
providing a range of wood stain options from light to 
dark.  

Zones Freestanding Screens create functional and 
aesthetically pleasing ways to define and divide space, 
fostering dynamics and interaction on either side. 
A new Hinged Screen is added to the collection, 
providing users the opportunity to adjust the angle of 
privacy required.
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While each element of the collection works in concert 
with other pieces, Zones also blends with other 
furniture. The simplicity of Zones allows individual 
pieces to create fluid work areas that exist in between 
high-density spaces. To optimize this integration 
aesthetically, many Zones products are now available 
in all Teknion paint colors and worksurface finishes.

Other new products within the offering include a 
new Small Side Table in the attractive wood style of 
the existing coffee tables; and a power option for the 
popular Zones Ledge Tables.
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Well balanced acoustics are a critical aspect of an 
enjoyable work environment and employee well being. 
Articulate and Clarify – additions to the Architectural 
Complements series – are two new acoustic treatments 
that help achieve this balance.

Articulate and Clarify are designed to reduce 
reverberation in a space while adding an artistic element 
to conventional walls. By reducing reverberation, speech 
clarity is improved, benefiting both the sound quality 
of meetings and the ability for individuals to focus on 
critical tasks.

Both products are highly versatile in their ability 
to create unique compositions and invite creative 
exploration. Articulate accomplishes this with single 18" 
x 18" acoustic tiles that can be placed in either a square 
or diamond orientation. Depth and dimension can be 
added by utilizing one of three bracket options that 
allow a tile to be placed either flush, tilted or offset from 
the wall. These options also add the ability to layer tiles, 
providing additional visual interest. 

Clarify also offers a high degree of composition options 
but with a different approach, offering 18 different panel 
sizes that can be placed in either landscape or portrait 
orientation. The panels can be combined to form large 
integrated compositions, or placed individually for a 
wide range of creative possibilities. Both Clarify and 
Articulate utilize select Luum fabrics to add elements of 
color, texture and pattern to each composition.

01 Articulate
02-03 Clarify
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architectural complements
acoustics
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libelle seating

Libelle, Dutch for “dragonfly”, is a functional, yet 
whimsical, seating collection including: a pouf, a low-
back lounge chair, and an innovative lounge chair 
with privacy. Designer Khodi Feiz created Libelle to 
deliver a personal escape while accommodating small 
collaborative interactions. 

The Libelle lounge with privacy back incorporates 
a transparent knit mesh to offer solitude for both 

personal escapes and impromptu small meetings, 
delivering visual privacy without obstructing the 
workplace landscape. An optional tablet arm is a 
versatile addition that enhances functionality and can 
be retro-fitted to either the left or right side. The casual 
yet sophisticated style of Libelle is ideal for today’s 
flexible work environment.

01 Libelle
02 Santé
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santé seating 

The French celebrate by saying, “À votre santé” or 
“to your health.” Award-winning designer Patrick 
Norguet created a level of elegance with his latest 
project, Santé. A series of versatile side chairs 
and stools, Santé brings an assortment of seating 
possibilities that work in a variety of settings across 
the office. Simple yet smart, Santé is light and agile 
for movement and is comfortable for long-term work, 
meetings or just relaxing. 

Available in multiple seating options and a large 
array of finishes, the collection is adaptable for an 
extensive range of customization, eliminating the 
“institutional” feel of café-style seating. Santé projects 
a lifestyle-oriented sensibility that softens the office 
landscape and expresses a more casual work culture.
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accent paint refresh

Driven by industry trends and fashion, the Accent 
paint finish category has been refreshed with new 
colors. Coordinating colors work with the Luum 
textiles offering and allow for more color layering. 

• Soft Gold, Atmosphere, Blush and Herbal – from 
the Emote product line – extend color application 
and planning opportunities

• The addition of TK Sunburst, TK Hunter and 
TK Radioactive enhances product blending with 
Studio TK

• The addition of Ink Blue and Brickstone 
coordinate with new Smooth Felt colors

• Existing Butternut, Blue Sage and Signal Red 
colors are maintained within the Accent paint 
collection, which now comprises 12 colors
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tk radioactive

signal red

tk sunburst

soft gold

butternut blue sage

tk hunter

ink blue brickstone

blush atmosphere herbal
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